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Marrella, Blay begins to discover that all may not be as it seems. The
secrets she uncovers could hold the key both to the healing of the world
and to her own past. What she learns may just empower her to join those
who struggle to restore democracy -- and to discover at last who she
really is. Master storyteller Janet McNaughton vividly imagines an alltoo-believable future where one child's brave search for the truth could
restore a broken world.
Alien in the Mirror - Maureen Foster 2019-09-27
Directed by Jonathan Glazer (Sexy Beast, Birth) and starring Scarlett
Johansson, the 2013 film Under the Skin contains elements of science
fiction and fantasy, horror, mystery, and thriller. Arguably the most
compelling of Johansson's career, the movie follows a unique tale of one
woman's journey to self-discovery. This is the first book to be written
about the quiet masterpiece, revisiting the film scene-by-scene through
all its cinematic elements. Extensive interviews detail the challenges the
filmmakers faced--from hidden filming on the streets of Glasgow to
defying a blizzard in the Scottish Highlands. Readers are invited to
explore connections between the movie and its science fiction cousins
and discover the reasons why Under the Skin deserves to find a wider
audience.
Beneath Her Skin - C. S. Porter 2021-10-06
A literary crime thriller from a mysterious new voice in Atlantic fiction
Murder Under Her Skin - Stephen Spotswood 2021-12-07
Rex Stout meets Agatha Christie with a fresh twist in the new Pentecost
and Parker Mystery, a delightfully hardboiled high-wire act starring two
daring women sleuths dead set on justice as they set out to solve a
murder at a traveling circus Someone’s put a blade in the back of the
Amazing Tattooed Woman, and Willowjean “Will” Parker’s former knifethrowing mentor has been stitched up for the crime. To uncover the
truth, Will and her boss, world-famous detective Lillian Pentecost, travel
south to the circus where they find a snakepit of old grudges, small-town
crime, and secrets worth killing for. New York, 1946: The last time Will
Parker let a case get personal, she walked away with a broken face, a
bruised ego, and the solemn promise never again to let her heart get in
the way of her job. But she called Hart and Halloway’s Travelling Circus
and Sideshow home for five years, and Ruby Donner, the circus’s
tattooed ingenue, was her friend. To make matters worse the prime
suspect is Valentin Kalishenko, the man who taught Will everything she
knows about putting a knife where it needs to go. To suss out the real
killer and keep Kalishenko from a date with the electric chair, Will and
Ms. Pentecost join the circus in sleepy Stoppard, Virginia, where the
locals like their cocktails mild, the past buried, and big-city detectives
not at all. The two swiftly find themselves lost in a funhouse of lies as
Will begins to realize that her former circus compatriots aren’t playing it
straight, and that her murdered friend might have been hiding a lot of
secrets beneath all that ink. Dodging fistfights, firebombs, and flying
lead, Will puts a lot more than her heart on the line in the search of the
truth. Can she find it before someone stops her ticker for good?
Under My Skin - A. E. Dooland 2014-11-07
Min Lee is a workaholic who can't say no. She substitutes sleep with Red
Bull and, through a combination of repression and bad habits, has
managed to score herself a luxury apartment, a fabulous boyfriend and
the approval of her billionaire CEO. Things are looking pretty awesome...
well, apart from those body image issues that constantly plague her. But
Min thinks she's got everything worked out. She's arranged her comfort
zone and has zero desire to look outside of it... or, so she tells herself. It's
not until a troubled schoolgirl tracks her down from the Internet, stalks
her to her home and noses her way into life that Min begins to admit that
something is wrong in her perfect world. Something that she's never
thought about before, and doesn't even want to think about. Something

Murder Under Her Skin - Stephen Spotswood 2022-10-11
A New York Times Book Review Editor’s Choice • Rex Stout meets
Agatha Christie with a fresh twist in the new Pentecost and Parker
Mystery, a delightfully hardboiled high-wire act starring two daring
women sleuths dead set on justice as they set out to solve a murder at a
traveling circus “A delight.... It’s a pleasure to watch [Pentecost and
Parker] sifting through red herrings and peeling secrets back like layers
of an onion.” The New York Times Book Review Someone’s put a blade in
the back of the Amazing Tattooed Woman, and Willowjean “Will”
Parker’s former knife-throwing mentor has been stitched up for the
crime. To uncover the truth, Will and her boss, world-famous detective
Lillian Pentecost, travel to the circus, where they find a snake pit of old
grudges, small-town crime, and secrets worth killing for. Will called Hart
& Halloway’s Traveling Circus and Sideshow home for five years, and
Ruby Donner, the circus’s tattooed ingenue, was her friend. To make
matters worse, the prime suspect is Valentin Kalishenko, the man who
taught Will everything she knows about putting a knife where it needs to
go. To uncover the real killer and keep Kalishenko from a date with the
electric chair, Will and Ms. Pentecost join the circus in sleepy Stoppard,
Virginia, where the locals like their cocktails mild, the past buried, and
big-city detectives not at all. The two swiftly find themselves lost in a
funhouse of lies as Will begins to realize that her former circus
compatriots aren’t playing it straight, and that her murdered friend
might have been hiding a lot of secrets beneath all that ink.
Femininity and Psychoanalysis - Agnieszka Piotrowska 2019-06-17
For Freud, famously, the feminine was a dark continent, or a riddle
without an answer. This understanding concerns man’s relationship to
the question of ‘woman’ but femininity is also a matter of sexuality and
gender and therefore of identity and experience. Drawing together
leading academics, including film and literary scholars, clinicians and
artists from diverse backgrounds, Femininity and Psychoanalysis:
Cinema, Culture, Theory speaks to the continued relevance of
psychoanalytic understanding in a social and political landscape where
ideas of gender and sexuality are undergoing profound changes. This
transdisciplinary collection crosses boundaries between clinical and
psychological discourse and arts and humanities fields to approach the
topic of femininity from a variety of psychoanalytic perspectives. From
object relations, to Lacan, to queer theory, the essays here revisit and
rethink the debates over what the feminine might be. The volume
presents a major new work by leading feminist film scholar, Elizabeth
Cowie, in which she presents a first intervention on the topic of film and
the feminine for over 20 years, as well as a key essay by the prominent
artist and psychoanalyst, Bracha Ettinger. Written by an international
selection of contributors, this collection is an indispensable tool for film
and literary scholars engaged with psychoanalysts and anybody
interested in different approaches to the question of the feminine.
Under Her Skin - Ilona Andrews 2010
Three short stories of paranormal romance: "Pack" brings you a tale of a
lost hiker and her encounter with some very frightening?and
sexy?wolves. A female werewolf helps a sheriff track down a killer "In
Sheep's Clothing." A woman must repay her family's debt to a
shapeshifting magician in "Grace of Small Magics." These stories
previously appeared in print in Mammoth Book of Paranormal Romance.
The Secret Under My Skin - Janet McNaughton 2005-02-15
In the year 2368, humanity struggles to recuperate from a technocaust
that has left a generation of orphans in its wake. Strict government
regulations convince people that technology is dangerous; confusion and
fear rule the earth. Blay Raytee is a government work-camp orphan. Her
future seems as bleak as that of the world around her. But when she is
chosen for a special mission by a guardian of the environment named
under-her-skin
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that has the power to ruin all her relationships and dismantle everything
in her life she's worked so very hard for. What if 'she' isn't the right word
for Min at all?
In His Hands - Adriana Anders 2017-08-01
The rules are simple: Never speak to outsiders. Never yearn for
something more. And never, ever seek the pleasure of a stolen kiss...or a
whispered promise that with him, she can finally be free. Abby Merkley
has been a member of the Church of the Apocalyptic Faith since she was
a child, and there's no way out...until her darkly handsome, brooding
neighbor defies the rules and takes her into the safety of his arms. He
should frighten her, but everything inside Abby thrills at Luc Stanek's
rough manners and shockingly gentle touch. He excites her, ignites her,
leaves her shaken and wanting more. But evil men follow in her
footsteps, and it may take more than one fierce beauty to defend her
loving beast. Blank Canvas series: Under Her Skin (Book 1) By Her
Touch (Book 2) In His Hands (Book 3) Praise for Blank Canvas: "A dark
and emotional tale that will make your spine tingle as well as your
heart."-SARINA BOWEN, USA Today bestselling author of Bittersweet for
Under Her Skin "The perfect romance...a hint of danger, a whole lot of
spice, and an HEA you believe in."-ANNE CALHOUN, award-winning
author of Under the Surface for Under Her Skin "Emotionally riveting
page-turner."-Publishers Weekly STARRED for Under Her Skin
"Incredibly sexy, heartbreaking, and intense."-Kirkus for Under Her Skin
"Gripping [and] emotionally satisfying."-Publishers Weekly STARRED for
By Her Touch "Anders has created wonderful variations on the beauty
and the beast theme [with] a greatly tormented hero, and a powerful mix
of menace and romance."-Booklist for By Her Touch
Under the Skin - Alessandra Lemma 2010-02-25
Under the Skin considers the motivation behind why people pierce,
tattoo, cosmetically enhance, or otherwise modify their body, from a
psychoanalytic perspective. It discusses how the therapist can
understand and help individuals for whom the manipulation of the body
is felt to be psychically necessary, regardless of whether the process of
modification causes pain.In this book, psychoanalyst Alessandra Lemma
draws on her work in the consulting room, as well as films, fiction, art
and clinical research to suggest that the motivation for extensively
modifying the surface of th.
Under Her Skin - Aria Cole 2017-06-05
Sienna Taylor walked into Aspen Ink looking for a temporary escape.
Instead, she found River Madden, the gorgeously talented and impossibly
moody owner of the shop. One look in her big, dark eyes makes him
desperate to possess her, his need to mark her luscious skin a primal
distraction.One touch of his needle sends electricity rocketing between
them, and by the time he's finished leaving his brand on her, he's doing
the unthinkable and offering her a job, and possibly losing his sense of
sanity.Finding forever is the last thing on River's mind, but one taste of
her sweet innocence has him consumed with claiming her.She's too
innocent, too sweet, too untouchable, and far too good for him. But she
has a darkness that claws at her, a crack fracturing her heart that only
makes him crave her more.Warning: From the moment his tattoo gun
touches her skin, River is utterly obsessed with his girl. If over-the-top,
insta-love goodness with a moody, tattooed alpha is your cup of steam,
look no further! River has a talent for pushing all the right buttons. ;)
Under Their Skin - Margaret Peterson Haddix 2016-01-05
From New York Times bestselling author Margaret Peterson Haddix
comes the first book in a “crisp, intriguing, and thought-provoking”
(Booklist, starred review) new series about twins who are on a quest to
discover the secrets being kept by their new family. Nick and Eryn’s
mom is getting remarried, and the twelve-year-old twins are skeptical
when she tells them their lives won’t change much. Well, yes, they will
have to move. And they will have a new stepfather, stepbrother, and
stepsister. But Mom tells them not to worry. They won’t ever have to
meet their stepsiblings. This news puzzles Nick and Eryn, so the twins
set out on a mission to find out who these kids are—and why they’re
being kept hidden.
Small Magics - Ilona Andrews 2015-09-17
Fortune Favors the Dead - Stephen Spotswood 2021-08-03
A wildly charming and fast-paced mystery written with all the panache of
the hardboiled classics, Fortune Favors the Dead introduces Pentecost
and Parker, an audacious new detective duo for the ages. “Razor-sharp
style, tons of flair, a snappy sense of humor, and all the most satisfying
elements of a really good noir novel, plus plenty of original twists of its
own.”—Tana French, bestselling author of The Searcher It's 1942 and
Willowjean "Will" Parker is a scrappy circus runaway whose knifeunder-her-skin
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throwing skills have just saved the life of New York's best, and most
unorthodox, private investigator, Lillian Pentecost. When the dapper
detective summons Will a few days later, she doesn't expect to be offered
a life-changing proposition: Lillian's multiple sclerosis means she can't
keep up with her old case load alone, so she wants to hire Will to be her
right-hand woman. In return, Will is to receive a salary, room and board,
and training in Lillian's very particular art of investigation. Three years
later, Will and Lillian are on the Collins case: Abigail Collins was found
bludgeoned to death with a crystal ball following a big, boozy Halloween
party at her home—her body slumped in the same chair where her steel
magnate husband shot himself the year before. With rumors flying that
Abigail was bumped off by the vengeful spirit of her husband (who else
could have gotten inside the locked room?), the family has tasked the
detectives with finding answers where the police have failed. But that's
easier said than done in a case that involves messages from the dead, a
seductive spiritualist, and Becca Collins—the beautiful daughter of the
deceased, who Will quickly starts falling for. When Will and Becca's
relationship dances beyond the professional, Will finds herself in
dangerous territory, and discovers she may have become the murderer's
next target.
Under the Skin - Michel Faber 2001
In a surreal portrait of contemporary society run amok, Isserley spends
her life picking up hitchhikers, a diverse array of trailer trash, graduate
students, thugs, and philosophers, whose only interest for Isserley is
whether they have families and whether they have muscles. A first novel.
Reader's Guide included. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
Under the Skin - Linda Villarosa 2022-06-14
From an award-winning writer at the New York Times Magazine and a
contributor to the 1619 Project comes a landmark book that tells the full
story of racial health disparities in America, revealing the toll racism
takes on individuals and the health of our nation. In 2018, Linda
Villarosa's New York Times Magazine article on maternal and infant
mortality among black mothers and babies in America caused an
awakening. Hundreds of studies had previously established a link
between racial discrimination and the health of Black Americans, with
little progress toward solutions. But Villarosa's article exposing that a
Black woman with a college education is as likely to die or nearly die in
childbirth as a white woman with an eighth grade education made racial
disparities in health care impossible to ignore. Now, in Under the Skin,
Linda Villarosa lays bare the forces in the American health-care system
and in American society that cause Black people to “live sicker and die
quicker” compared to their white counterparts. Today's medical texts
and instruments still carry fallacious slavery-era assumptions that Black
bodies are fundamentally different from white bodies. Study after study
of medical settings show worse treatment and outcomes for Black
patients. Black people live in dirtier, more polluted communities due to
environmental racism and neglect from all levels of government. And,
most powerfully, Villarosa describes the new understanding that coping
with the daily scourge of racism ages Black people prematurely.
Anchored by unforgettable human stories and offering incontrovertible
proof, Under the Skin is dramatic, tragic, and necessary reading.
Under Her Skin - Lea Santos 2010-08-01
Who would believe that the world-famous supermodel Iris Lujan has a
care in the world? Only Mexican gardener, Torien Pacias, who sees
through Iris's facade and offers gentle understanding and friendship
when Iris most needs it. Though Torien senses the passion smoldering
between them, she doesn't dare imagine a future with Iris. She is like
royalty, and Torien is a woman of simple needs and weighty family
obligations. But, how long can Torien resist the charms of this
untouchable woman she longs to claim for her own? Second in the
Amigas y Amor Series
Under Her Skin - Susan Mallery 2012-06-15
Lexi Titan can just see the headlines. All of Titanville will be buzzing. Not
that she has any other choice. Faced with exactly thirty days to come up
with two million dollars, she is out of options. Marry Cruz Rodriguez or
lose everything—the successful day spa she built herself, her tyrant of a
father's respect. And the long-standing competition with her sisters for
the family business. Cruz has money, success, smoldering good
looks—everything but the blue blood needed to become a true member of
Texas society. If Lexi agrees to be his fiance for six months, lending him
her famous father's influence and connections, he'll hand her a check on
the spot. And in six months they'll go their separate ways. But neither
one is prepared for their long-ago shared passion to throw a wrench into
what would seem to be the perfect deal….
Under Her Skin - Toni Miller 2022-04-05
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Black Spot Books presents its inaugural Poetry Showcase, featuring the
best in never-before-published dark verse and lyrical prose from the
voices of Women in Horror. Edited by Lindy Ryan and Toni Miller, the
inaugural collection features work from Bram-Stoker award-winning and
nominated authors, as well as dozens of poems from women (cis and
trans) and non-binary femmes in horror.
Under Her Skin - Adriana Anders 2017-02-07
This gentle giant's scarred hands may be the warmest touch she'll ever
know. ...if only life were a fairy tale where Beauty got to keep her Beast
Ivan thought the world was through giving him second chances. Hell,
who was he kidding—he wasn't good enough for them anyway. And he
certainly wasn't good enough for her. But the moment Uma walked into
his life, Ivan knew he had to put all that crap aside and do everything he
could to help. She was like nothing he'd ever known. Beautiful, lost,
alone, she had the kind of sad eyes that were just begging for someone to
save her... ...and despite his rough exterior, despite the nasty rumors,
despite all the bad decisions following him around like the strays he
couldn't help but rescue, Ivan was nothing but willing to be the kind of
man she needed. Yeah, he'd thought the world was through giving him
second chances. Until she came into his life. Until she changed
everything. Until he realized he would do anything, fight anyone, tear the
world apart if it only meant saving her. Blank Canvas series: Under Her
Skin (Book 1) By Her Touch (Book 2) In His Hands (Book 3) Praise for
Under Her Skin: "A dark and emotional tale that will make your spine
tingle as well as your heart."—SARINA BOWEN, USA Today bestselling
author of Bittersweet "The perfect romance...a hint of danger, a whole lot
of spice, and an HEA you believe in."—ANNE CALHOUN, award-winning
author of Under the Surface
Under My Skin - Juno Dawson 2015-03-05
Meet Molly Sue. Once she's under your skin there's no getting rid of
her... Seventeen-year-old Sally Feather is not exactly a rebel. Her superconservative parents and her treatment at the hands of high school
bullies means that Sally's about as shy and retiring as they come - but all
that's about to change. Accidentally ending up in the seedier side of town
one day, Sally finds herself mysteriously lured to an almost-hidden tattoo
parlour - and once inside, Sally is quickly seduced by its charming owner,
Rosita, and her talk of how having a secret tattoo can be as empowering
as it is thrilling. Almost before she knows what she is doing, Sally selects
sexy pin-up Molly Sue, and has her tattooed on her back - hoping that
Molly Sue will inspire her to be as confident and popular as she is in her
dreams. But things quickly take a nightmareish turn. Almost
immediately, Sally begins to hear voices in her head - or rather, one
voice in particular: Molly Sue's. And she has no interest in staying quiet
and being a good girl - in fact, she's mighty delighted to have a body to
take charge of again. Sally slowly realises that she is unable to control
Molly Sue... and before long she's going to find out the hard way what it
truly means to have somebody 'under your skin'.
Murder Under Her Skin - Stephen Spotswood 2022-07-21
Under Her Skin - Stephen Law 2017-09-18T00:00:00Z
Tucked away in her tattoo studio in the port city of Halifax, Shaz draws
meaning and symbolism onto the bodies of her clients. After the
ransacking of her home, the brutal attack on her friend and the sudden
appearance of her white father, Shaz is compelled to explore the racial
divides in her life and in the city around her. A chance encounter with
Rashid, a parkour-performing refugee from Sri Lanka, provides a
stabilizing counterpoint to the tumultuous relationships in her life.
Ultimately, Shaz discovers the complexities of truth, the meaning of loss
and how we are all coloured by our experiences. In a narrative that
explores racism, family dysfunction and the experiences of refugees,
Under Her Skin paints the canvas of our landscape, making us aware of
who we are.
Lip Service - Susan Mallery 2012-06-15
Skye Titan's wealthy father thinks he can still dictate his daughter's
choice in men. Now widowed and a single mother, Skye isn't the yes-girl
she once was. Especially since the love of her life is back in Texas after
eight long years. He won't like the answers to the questions he's asking.
About why she left him at the altar. And about her eight-year-old
daughter. Former Navy SEAL Mitch Cassidy comes home to find nearly
everything different. His wounds from battle have changed the way
people treat him. His cattle ranch is suddenly organic. But time hasn't
touched his desire for Skye—or the sting of her betrayal. Forget lip
service. He's asking that luscious mouth of hers to reveal the truth. But
will Mitch be able to put the past aside to help Skye get out from under
her father's thumb…and help himself recover from a broken heart?
under-her-skin
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Under Your Skin - Sabine Durrant 2014-02-04
If you loved Gone Girl, then make this page-turning debut next on your
reading list: “Sabine Durrant offers more twists than a rollercoaster in
her thriller Under Your Skin, which proves you can trust no one” (Good
Housekeeping). Gaby Mortimer is the woman who has it all. But
everything changes when she finds a body near her home. She’s shaken
and haunted by the image of the lifeless young woman, and frightened
that the killer, still at large, could strike again. Before long, the police
have a lead. The evidence points to a very clear suspect. One Gaby never
saw coming… Full of brilliant twists and turns, Under Your Skin is a dark
and suspenseful psychological thriller that will make you second guess
everything. Because you can never be too sure about anything, especially
when it comes to murder.
Under Her Skin - Margo Bond Collins 2016-06-03
She's lucky he's a charmer... Lindi Parker works hard at being human,
not an easy task for a snake shifter. She has no desire to search for
others like her-until a new case changes everything. When Lindi learns
that she she's not the only shapeshifter in the world, she also realizes she
might be next on a killer's list. In order to save herself and the abused
children she works with, she will have to team up with Dr. Kade Nevala,
a member of the shifter tribe responsible for eradicating weresnakes-and
the most attractive man Lindi's ever met. Even more terrifying, she'll
need to embrace her serpent side, a choice that has enormous
consequences for Lindi, and for everyone around her.
I've Got You Under My Skin - Mary Higgins Clark 2014-04-01
In this gripping #1 New York Times bestseller from Queen of Suspense
Mary Higgins Clark, a Manhattan ER doctor is brazenly murdered in
front of his young son in a city playground. Five years later, his killer is
still at large. When Laurie Moran’s husband was brutally murdered, only
three-year-old Timmy saw the face of his father’s killer. Five years later
his piercing blue eyes still haunt Timmy’s dreams. Laurie is haunted by
more—the killer’s threat to her son as he fled the scene: “Tell your
mother she’s next, then it’s your turn…” Now Laurie is dealing with
murder again, this time as the producer of a true-crime, cold-case
television show. The series will launch with the twenty-year-old unsolved
murder of Betsy Powell. Betsy, a socialite, was found suffocated in her
bed after a gala celebrating the graduation of her daughter and three
friends. The sensational murder was news nationwide. Reopening the
case in its lavish setting and with the cooperation of the surviving guests
that night, Laurie is sure to have a hit on her hands. But when the
estranged friends begin filming, it becomes clear each is hiding
secrets…small and large. And a pair of blue eyes is watching events
unfold, too…
Under My Skin - Lisa Unger 2018-10-02
“[A] captivating thriller.” –The Washington Post “Gripping suspense at its
best.” –Karin Slaughter Nominated for the 2019 Edgar Award From New
York Times bestselling author and master of suspense Lisa Unger comes
an addictive psychological thriller about a woman on the hunt for her
husband’s killer. What if the nightmares are actually memories? It’s been
a year since Poppy’s husband, Jack, was murdered during his morning
run through Manhattan’s Riverside Park. In the immediate aftermath,
Poppy spiraled into grief, disappearing for several days only to turn up
ragged and confused wearing a tight red dress she didn’t recognize.
What happened to Poppy during those lost days? And more importantly,
what happened to Jack? The case was never solved, and Poppy has finally
begun to move on. But those lost days have never stopped haunting her.
Poppy starts having nightmares and blackouts, unable to distinguish
between what is real and what she’s imagining. When she begins to
sense that someone is following her, Poppy is plunged into a game of cat
and mouse, determined to unravel the mystery around her husband’s
death. But can she handle the truth about what really happened? Don't
miss Lisa Unger's newest novel you won't be able to put down, Last Girl
Ghosted! Look for these other pulse-pounding thrillers by Lisa Unger:
The Stranger Inside Confessions on the 7:45
Under Her Skin - Susan Mallery 2009-05-01
Lexi Titan can just see the headlines. All of Titanville will be buzzing. Not
that she has any other choice. Faced with exactly thirty days to come up
with two million dollars, she is out of options. Marry Cruz Rodriguez or
lose everything—the successful day spa she built herself, her tyrant of a
father's respect. And the long-standing competition with her sisters for
the family business. Cruz has money, success, smoldering good
looks—everything but the blue blood needed to become a true member of
Texas society. If Lexi agrees to be his fiancée for six months, lending him
her famous father's influence and connections, he'll hand her a check on
the spot. And in six months they'll go their separate ways. But neither
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one is prepared for their long-ago shared passion to throw a wrench into
what would seem to be the perfect deal….
In My Skin - Kate Holden 2011-10-21
This is the frank, harrowing, and true story of one young woman’s
descent into addiction and prostitution, and the long arduous struggle to
reclaim her life. A shy, bookish college graduate, a nice girl from a solid
middle-class home but uncertain of her way in life, Kate Holden tried her
first hit of heroin as a one-time experiment—an adventure with
friends—but the drug took over. Hooked, she lost her job and her
apartment, and she stole from her family. Desperation drove her onto the
streets, where she became “Lucy,” offering her body for cash to the first
car to stop, risking arrest and, worse, the human predators—anything for
her next fix. With her name on the police blotter, she eventually left the
streets and offered her services to a high-class brothel. There she
discovered hidden strengths, as well as parts of herself that frightened
her. Throughout, however hurt and dismayed, her family never
abandoned her, and their acceptance and unyielding love helped her
defeat the drug and leave her netherworld behind. In taut, devastating
prose, Kate Holden recounts her journey with an emotional honesty and
genuineness that will leave no reader untouched.
Murder Under Her Skin - Stephen Spotswood 2021-12-07
Rex Stout meets Agatha Christie with a fresh twist in the new Pentecost
and Parker Mystery, a delightfully hardboiled high-wire act starring two
daring women sleuths dead set on justice as they set out to solve a
murder at a traveling circus Someone’s put a blade in the back of the
Amazing Tattooed Woman, and Willowjean “Will” Parker’s former knifethrowing mentor has been stitched up for the crime. To uncover the
truth, Will and her boss, world-famous detective Lillian Pentecost, travel
south to the circus where they find a snakepit of old grudges, small-town
crime, and secrets worth killing for. New York, 1946: The last time Will
Parker let a case get personal, she walked away with a broken face, a
bruised ego, and the solemn promise never again to let her heart get in
the way of her job. But she called Hart and Halloway’s Travelling Circus
and Sideshow home for five years, and Ruby Donner, the circus’s
tattooed ingenue, was her friend. To make matters worse the prime
suspect is Valentin Kalishenko, the man who taught Will everything she
knows about putting a knife where it needs to go. To suss out the real
killer and keep Kalishenko from a date with the electric chair, Will and
Ms. Pentecost join the circus in sleepy Stoppard, Virginia, where the
locals like their cocktails mild, the past buried, and big-city detectives
not at all. The two swiftly find themselves lost in a funhouse of lies as
Will begins to realize that her former circus compatriots aren’t playing it
straight, and that her murdered friend might have been hiding a lot of
secrets beneath all that ink. Dodging fistfights, firebombs, and flying
lead, Will puts a lot more than her heart on the line in the search of the
truth. Can she find it before someone stops her ticker for good?
Beneath Her Skin - Gregg Olsen 2021-02-02
The girl was slumped over the edge of the old clawfoot tub, her eyes tiny
shards of broken glass, her expression void of anything. Her long, wet
hair dripped onto the floor. She was dead. When the body of troubled
teen Katelyn Berkley is found dead in her bathtub, the close-knit
community of Port Gamble, Washington is shaken to its core. All signs
point to a suicide but what makes her death even more tragic is that
Katelyn survived a horrific bus crash ten years ago, which took the lives
of several young girls and has scarred the town ever since. Hayley and
Taylor Ryan are identical twins who grew up with Katelyn and have spent
the last 10 years getting over the crash. Ever since that fateful night the
twins have shared a secret: they can hear the dead. And it soon becomes
clear that Katelyn is communicating with them. Whilst the town believes
it was a tragic accident, something much darker lies behind Katelyn's
death. And all the time, someone is watching Port Gamble, someone who
doesn't want old secrets to surface... From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author comes a compulsive thriller about two girls' search to
uncover the truth behind their friend's death, with a touch of
supernatural help. Perfect for fans of Melinda Leigh, Robert Dugoni and
James Patterson. This book was originally published as ENVY. This new
edition has been re-edited since its publication in 2011. Praise for Gregg
Olsen: "OMG!!... I was simply blown away by this... I couldn't look away...
The story took me by my throat making me gasp every few chapters...
Wow!!" Shalini's Books and Reviews ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "What a complete stunner of
a read this is. It had everything, sensational, creepy, addictive with a
stunningly complex plot from beginning to end and I loved, loved, loved it
!!... So this is going to rate as one my best reads of the year." Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "OMG! Wow. I loved this book!!... it was amazing! I can't
wait to read more! It kept me on the edge of my seat. I couldn't put it
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down. Loved, loved, loved it!" Goodreads Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Under Her Skin - Michelle Love 2020-03-07
Arrogant Italian billionaire, Arturo Bachi, is outraged when the final
apartment in the building he plans to turn into a hotel is bought at an
exclusive auction by someone who outbids him at the last minute. His ire
fades after he meets a gorgeous young woman with whom he spends a
passionate, life-altering one-night stand. Arturo is immediately
enchanted; it doesn’t hurt that she’s the most beautiful woman he has
ever seen, even if she won’t tell him her real name. Though still scarred
by the murder of his teenage sweetheart Flavia twenty years earlier,
Arturo’s frozen heart begins to thaw. What he doesn’t know is that Hero
Donati is the person who bought the apartment, and she is trying to
escape a terrible tragedy in her past that keeps her terrified of ever
giving her heart away again. Though the two quickly begin fall in love
their problems are far from over. Hero’s other neighbor, George Galiano,
Arturo’s friend-turned-sworn-enemy makes a play for Hero’s heart. Soon,
Hero is trapped in a bitter war between the two men and finds herself
not knowing who to trust. Worse still, Flavia’s killer makes it known that
he now has Hero in his sights… Can Arturo and Hero fight for their love,
and their lives, or will they be torn apart in the most brutal and
devastating way?
The Skin I'm in - Sharon Flake 2011-07-06
Maleeka suffers every day from the taunts of the other kids in her class.
If they're not getting at her about her homemade clothes or her good
grades, it's about her dark, black skin. When a new teacher, whose face
is blotched with a startling white patch, starts at their school, Maleeka
can see there is bound to be trouble for her too. But the new teacher's
attitude surprises Maleeka. Miss Saunders loves the skin she's in. Can
Maleeka learn to do the same?
The Third Hotel - Laura van den Berg 2018-08-07
"[A] future cult classic." —The New York Times Book Review "There’s
Borges and Bolaño, Kafka and Cortázar, Modiano and Murakami, and
now Laura van den Berg." —The Washington Post Finalist for the NYPL
Young Lions Award. Named a Best Book of 2018 by The Boston Globe,
Huffington Post, Electric Literature and Lit Hub. An August 2018
IndieNext Selection. Named a Summer 2018 Read by The Washington
Post, Vulture, Nylon, Elle, BBC, InStyle, Refinery29, Bustle, O, the Oprah
Magazine, Entertainment Weekly, Harper's Bazaar, Conde Nast Traveler,
Southern Living, Lit Hub, and Vol. 1 Brooklyn. In Havana, Cuba, a widow
tries to come to terms with her husband’s death—and the truth about
their marriage—in Laura van den Berg’s surreal, mystifying story of
psychological reflection and metaphysical mystery. Shortly after Clare
arrives in Havana, Cuba, to attend the annual Festival of New Latin
American Cinema, she finds her husband, Richard, standing outside a
museum. He’s wearing a white linen suit she’s never seen before, and
he’s supposed to be dead. Grief-stricken and baffled, Clare tails Richard,
a horror film scholar, through the newly tourist-filled streets of Havana,
clocking his every move. As the distinction between reality and fantasy
blurs, Clare finds grounding in memories of her childhood in Florida and
of her marriage to Richard, revealing her role in his death and
reappearance along the way. The Third Hotel is a propulsive, brilliantly
shape-shifting novel from an inventive author at the height of her
narrative powers.
Murder Under Her Skin - Stephen Spotswood 2021-12-14
The perfect murder mystery for fans of Richard Osman and Robert
Thorogood.'Spotswood understands that [...] spending time with
unforgettable characters is paramount.' - New York Times'A loving,
intricately plotted tribute to the great days of American noir.' - Daily
MailNew York, 1946: The last time Will Parker let a case get personal,
she walked away with a broken face, a bruised ego, and the solemn
promise never again to let her heart get in the way of her job. But she
called Hart and Halloway's Travelling Circus and Sideshow home for five
years, and Ruby Donner, the circus's tattooed ingenue, was her friend.
To make matters worse the prime suspect is Valentin Kalishenko, the
man who taught Will everything she knows about putting a knife where it
needs to go. To uncover the real killer and keep Kalishenko from a date
with the electric chair, Will and Ms. Pentecost join the circus in sleepy
Stoppard, Virginia, where the locals like their cocktails mild, the past
buried, and big-city detectives not at all. The two swiftly find themselves
lost in a funhouse of lies as Will begins to realize that her former circus
compatriots aren't playing it straight, and that her murdered friend
might have been hiding a lot of secrets beneath all that ink. Dodging
fistfights, firebombs, and flying lead, Will puts a lot more than her heart
on the line in the search of the truth. Can she find it before someone
stops her ticker for good?Praise for Stephen Spotswood:'Razor-sharp,
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tons of flair. A really good noir novel.' Tana French'Spotswood's stellar
debut puts a modern spin on classic hard-boiled fiction. . . The deep and
sensitive characterization of the two protagonists, coupled with rich
description and tonally spot-on humour, make this a novel to remember.
Spotswood is definitely a writer to watch.' Publishers Weekly'This novel
not only offers fun, offbeat characters and an exceptional flavour of the
time, it's utterly charming too.' Woman's Weekly'This hugely enjoyable
debut is a deft melange of Agatha Christie-style locked-room murder
mystery and 1940s Chandler-esque pulp crime fiction with a feisty
narrator' Irish Independent Review'Persuasive in its attention to period
detail and dialogue, with well-constructed set piece scenes deftly staged,
this is a highly accomplished, auspicious first entry in what we must hope
will be a long-running series' The Irish Times
Under Her Skin - Linda D. Addison 2022-04-05
A showcase of poetry from some of the darkest and most lyrical voices of
women in horror. Under Her Skin features the best in never-beforepublished dark verse and lyrical prose from the voices of Women in
Horror. Centered on the innate relationship between body horror and the
female experience, this collection features work from Bram-Stoker
Award&® winning and nominated authors, as well as dozens of poems
from women (cis and trans) and non-binary femmes. Edited by Lindy
Ryan and Toni Miller, Under Her Skin celebrates women in horror from
cover to cover. In addition to poems contributed by seventy poets, the
collection also features a foreword penned by Science Fiction Poetry
Association (SFPA) Grand Master and recipient of the Horror Writers
Association Lifetime Achievement Award, Linda D. Addison; interior
illustrations by Science Fiction & Fantasy Poetry Association Grand
Master and recipient of the Horror Writers Association Lifetime
Achievement Award Marge Simon; and cover art by noted horror artist
Lynne Hansen. "Not for the faint of heart...Each word and phrase has
been structured in such a way that the reader will experience an intense
depth of emotion and feelings." —EGuide Magazine "...varied themes,
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approaches, and poetic structures create a diverse series of horror
inspections. Under Her Skin is unparalleled in scope, creativity, and
literary strength." —Midwest Book Review
In Her Skin - Kim Savage 2018-04-17
Jolene Chastain, a con artist since early childhood, assumes the identity
of a girl who went missing years before and weaves a new life of
deception with a wealthy Boston family.
Dark Archives - Megan Rosenbloom 2020-10-20
On bookshelves around the world, surrounded by ordinary books bound
in paper and leather, rest other volumes of a distinctly strange and grisly
sort: those bound in human skin. Would you know one if you held it in
your hand? In Dark Archives, Megan Rosenbloom seeks out the historic
and scientific truths behind anthropodermic bibliopegy—the practice of
binding books in this most intimate covering. Dozens of such books live
on in the world’s most famous libraries and museums. Dark Archives
exhumes their origins and brings to life the doctors, murderers, and
indigents whose lives are sewn together in this disquieting collection.
Along the way, Rosenbloom tells the story of how her team of scientists,
curators, and librarians test rumored anthropodermic books, untangling
the myths around their creation and reckoning with the ethics of their
custodianship. A librarian and journalist, Rosenbloom is a member of The
Order of the Good Death and a cofounder of their Death Salon, a
community that encourages conversations, scholarship, and art about
mortality and mourning. In Dark Archives—captivating and macabre in
all the right ways—she has crafted a narrative that is equal parts
detective work, academic intrigue, history, and medical curiosity: a book
as rare and thrilling as its subject.
Under Her Skin - Pooja Makhijani 2004-11-02
A writer analyzes the diverse ways in which race shapes--and
occasionally shatters--girls' lives, from the perspectives of women of all
ethnic backgrounds, looking at such issues as racial injustice, racial
awareness, family relationships, and more. Original.
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